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Welcome to Successful Start!
If you decide to post about your progress in completing this workbook on
social media, I’d love for you to tag me (@EverEducating). I might feature
the progress you’ve made via this workbook and series on my own Ever
Educating social media accounts. Use the hashtag #SSDYFWC, so I can
find your posts easily even if you don’t tag me. [If you use the hashtag but
don’t tag my account, I’ll take that as a sign that you don’t want to be
featured.]
 
If you’re not a social media person, feel free to email me with updates on
your progress or questions you have while working through the
workbook. I’d love to hear from you. My email address is
erikar@evereducating.com.
 
How Best to Use This Workbook?
 
If you’ve downloaded this workbook on or before July 5th, 2019, then I
suggest following along with the “Successful Start” series taking place on
my blog and YouTube channel. This workbook is divided into five main
sections: syllabus, course schedule, icebreakers, major assignment
sheets, and student self-assessments. [There’s also a bonus or two!] For
each section, I have a related blog post that provides examples of my
own course materials and YouTube videos in which I share information
about how my students have responded to what I've done in my
classrooms. The posts and videos will go live every Friday morning (9 AM
EDT) for 5 consecutive weeks. 
 
So, feel free to complete this workbook at whatever pace works for you.
Just keep in mind that there are additional resources outside of it
intended to provide more value to this workbook. I’ve linked each blog
post and YouTube video in the page that follows this introduction. Keep
in mind, though, that the links won’t work until the posts and videos
officially go live each Friday. 
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What Inspired the Content and Structure of This Workbook?
 
I divided this workbook into its five specific sections because the material
covered is the material I lead my students through during the first week of
each of my courses.
 
Here’s a usual first week for me:
 
MWF Course (50 minutes per class session)
 
Monday: Go over the syllabus, schedule, learning management system
class site, and icebreakers. [Since LMS sites differ depending on the
platform, that element is not covered in this workbook.]
 
Wednesday: Go over the basic elements of the major assignment sheets, so
my students have a better idea of what type of work they’ll be doing in my
course. [I go over my autobiography assignment sheet in detail, since that
assignment is due at the end of week two.]
 
Friday: Have students complete a self-assessment activity and start
discussing their answers to the questions if time allows for it.
 
MW or TR Course (75 minutes per class session) [Note: “R” stands
for “Thursday”]
 
Monday or Tuesday: Go over the syllabus, schedule, learning management
system class site, and icebreakers. 
 
Wednesday or Thursday: Go over the basic elements of each major
assignment sheet and have students complete a self-assessment activity. If
time allows, start discussing their answers to the assessment questions.
[Again, I go over my autobiography assignment sheet in detail.]
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Important Things to Keep in Mind:
 
1. Different institutions and departments will have different
requirements for what needs to be included in a syllabus. Certain
other requirements might exist for the other elements of week
one, as well. It’s important that you confer with someone in
your department to make sure you are following the
requirements for your specific courses.
 
2. The content in this workbook is based on my personal
teaching experiences. I teach in a different context than you do.
Remember that not everything will apply or be relevant to your
situation. Your institution might require you to use a specific
syllabus for your course, for example. In this case, I still suggest
skimming through section one, but keep in mind that you likely
will not be able to use a lot of the information provided in it.
 
3. My blog post for each section will provide my own examples of
the elements I describe in this workbook. In my YouTube videos,
I'll share how my students have responded to my first week
designs and what actions I've taken in response to their
feedback. Make sure you don't skip reading and watching those
additional resources.
 
Ok. Let’s start designing your first week of
class...
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COMPLETE
SUCCESSFUL START

SERIES

E V E R  E D U C A T I N G

Links Below Will Only Work Once They Go
Live throughout July/August 2019

First Element: Syllabus (July 5th, 2019)
Blog Post: Syllabus Elements: Standard and Nonstandard

Video: Student Responses to My Syllabus Design and In-Class
Introduction
Second Element: Course Schedule (July 12th, 2019)

Blog Post: Designing a Course Schedule: A Case Study
Video: Student Response to My Course Pacing & Structure

Third Element: Icebreakers (July 19, 2019)

Blog Post: Icebreaker Activities that Promote A Class Community
Video: Student Response to Icebreaker Experiences

Fourth Element: Major Assignment Sheets (July 26, 2019)
Blog Post: Potential Major Assignments for Your Classroom
Video: Student Response to My Assignment Sheets (and Going Over
Them During Week One)

Fifth Element: Student Self-Assessment (August 2, 2019)
Blog Post: Creating a Student Self-Assessment for the First Week
Video: How to Respond to Students' Course Expectations

http://www.evereducating.com/ss-syllabus
https://youtu.be/KnW4K8vwOGM
http://www.evereducating.com/ss-course-schedule
https://youtu.be/vY4ASIKvf_w
http://www.evereducating.com/ss-icebreakers
https://youtu.be/VwMJ5lV2XhA
http://www.evereducating.com/ss-major-assignments
https://youtu.be/6atxaDT5YM0
http://www.evereducating.com/ss-self-assessment
https://youtu.be/UeUjSGGNqB8


BUILDING BLOCK
ONE:

THE SYLLABUS

E V E R  E D U C A T I N G

Standard & Nonstandard Elements

 
 

BLOG POST AND YOUTUBE VIDEO

Video: Student Responses to My Syllabus Design and In-Class
Introduction

Post: Syllabus Elements: Standard and Nonstandard

https://youtu.be/KnW4K8vwOGM
http://www.evereducating.com/ss-syllabus
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Basic Syllabus Elements: Step 1
Before you start creating your syllabus, you first need to check for
any institutional or departmental requirements that need to be
included in your syllabus. These elements might be specific
attendance policies, accessibility office information, grade
breakdowns, learning outcomes, etc. If you’re not sure where to find
this type information on your school’s website, then get in contact
with someone in your specific department. Department admins can
help point you in the right direction.
 
I have no doubt that there are certain required policies that need to
be included in your syllabus (for example, the accessibility office
information for students who need accommodations). So, make sure
you find these and add them to your syllabus document
immediately.
 
Below, list out the policies or other elements that must be in your
syllabus according to your department/institution. Then, add
them to your syllabus draft.

Required Syllabus Elements:
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Basic Syllabus Elements: Step 2

Now that you know what you’re required to include in your syllabus
and you’ve added them to your draft, the next step is to add the
common elements of a syllabus that tend to be written by the
instructor rather than the department. Some of the elements I list
below might be the same as ones from Step 1, so feel free to skip
those when completing this section. You can also draft these
elements straight into your syllabus draft, rather than writing/typing
them here first. It’s up to you.
 
If you start going through the list and aren’t sure how to get started
in drafting these elements for your syllabus, my advice is to ask for
examples of syllabi from fellow instructors who have taught the class
before. You can usually find out who taught the course before by
looking at the course catalog from past semesters. If you made a
contact when taking a tour of your institution or meeting with admin,
you can turn to them, as well. Just let them know you’re looking for
examples of past syllabi for [insert course] and don’t know who to
contact. If your department has an orientation for new graduate
teaching assistants, then you can definitely ask for examples there, if
they aren’t already freely offered.
 
If you do use course descriptions or class assignments from these
example syllabi, it’s definitely a good idea to credit the instructor in a
footnote on your syllabus or assignment sheet.
 
Okay, let’s get started. [Remember, the syllabus section 
 includes examples of each basic element.]
 
For each element that follows, draft a version for your syllabus.

blog post

http://www.evereducating.com/ss-syllabus
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Basic Syllabus Elements: Step 2

Instructor Information:
 
Your Name:
Your Class Days and Times:
Your Classroom Number:*
Your Office Location:
Your Office Hours:
Your Email Address:
Your Phone Number:*
Your Email Hours:*
 
*These are optional (double-check about the phone number for your
institution). I personally don’t offer a phone number, because I’m
rarely in my campus office and I don’t want to pass out my cell
number to students. There are apps you can use that allow you to
create and share a number that’s not your own. Still, I think email is
enough, if you don’t want to go through the trouble of deciding on a
phone number to add.
 
As for email hours, I suggest including this information so you can
create a clear boundary between your ‘my work’ time and your
‘responding to students’ time. For example, I have an email hour in
the morning and evening of each week day. Students are guaranteed
to get a response from me during those times. They can email me
whenever they want, but I make clear that I likely won’t see their
emails until these times.
 
If you’re constantly checking and answering your emails, your own
writing and research will forever be interrupted. Create email hours
and all that’s preventing you from not answering emails all day is
your own willpower to not constantly check your email.

Example:
 
Instructor: [Full Name]
Class Time: MWF 1-1:50
Office: Strutt Hall 214
Office Hours: MW 12-1 PM,
T 9-10 AM, & by appointment
Email: [school email]
Email Hours: M-F 9-10 AM, 7-8 PM;
Weekends: Times vary
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Basic Syllabus Elements: Step 2

Course Description: [You might have a standard course description
that you need to include in your syllabus, but even if that’s the case, I
suggest adding a short, personalized one underneath it, so that
students can get a sense of your particular version of the course.]
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Course Goals: [Unless required to list out certain goals, I suggest
keeping this list to 3-5 bullet points.]
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Basic Syllabus Elements: Step 2

Major Assignments: [Unless required by your institution, you don’t
need to include a description of each assignment. You can just list out
the name of each and state how much of the total course grade
equates to that particular assignment.]
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Course Grades Breakdown: [This element will come from your
institution. Some breakdowns include +/- grades, and some don’t.
Once you know what’s used in your school, include that information
on your syllabus. Something you might consider adding underneath
this breakdown: A short policy on whether or not you round up
grades (for example, if an 89.5 will be rounded up to a 90, a 79.5 to an
80, etc.).]
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Basic Syllabus Elements: Step 2

Required Texts & Tools: [Potential Tools: Notebook and pen,
highlighters, blue books (for tests), calculator, etc.]
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Optional Texts & Tools: [ Potential Tools: A notebook and pen, laptop
or tablet, highlighters, etc.]
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Basic Syllabus Elements: Step 3

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Okay, we are now entering the policies section of your syllabus. I 
suggest keeping these as succinct as possible, but you also want to 
make sure you include important policies that you can refer back to 
throughout the semester/trimester if there are any issues.
 
 For example, I always include a late work policy and a policy on 
respecting one another in the classroom. Example syllabi can help 
with getting ideas of what policies to include in your syllabus.
 
Potential Class Policies:
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Class Policy Drafts
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Class Policy Drafts
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Class Policy Drafts
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Basic Syllabus Elements: Step 4

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Alright, you now have a full draft of your syllabus. You can reread and
revise your draft as much as needed.
 
Then, you might consider adding a couple of images to your syllabus
to liven it up a bit. I like including a funny meme or two that connects
to my course topic. An illustration or two from one of your required
texts can work well, too. Make sure to credit them to the original
creator.
 
Once you’ve revised and beautified your syllabus, you might be
required to send it to an advisor or other department staff member
for approval.
 
After getting your syllabus approved, save a copy to your course
folder on your laptop or cloud service. Then, add it to your class site
in your learning management system (LMS).
 
Note: I’d wait to send off your draft for approval until after you
finish the course schedule and major assignment sheets sections of
this workbook. You might find you need to make changes to certain
elements of your syllabus after completing those sections. For
example, you might add or subtract a major assignment or change
how much each is worth in relation to the overall course grade.
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Notes
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Notes

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



BUILDING BLOCK 
TWO:

COURSE 
SCHEDULE

E V E R  E D U C A T I N G

Designing Your Schedule & Course Structure

Complementary blog posts and YouTube videos will
help you complete each section.

BLOG POST AND YOUTUBE VIDEO
 

BLOG POST AND YOUTUBE VIDEO

Video: Student Response to My Course Pacing & Structure

Blog Post: Designing a Course Schedule: A Case Study

https://youtu.be/vY4ASIKvf_w
http://www.evereducating.com/ss-course-schedule
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Create Your Course Schedule

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

This second element of creating a successful first week of class is much
simpler than the first element (your syllabus), while also being more
time-consuming.
 
How is that possible?
 
If you’re creating your whole course schedule for your students before
the course begins, then you need to have a least a basic idea of what’s
going to be happening during the last week of class months before that
week actually begins.
 
Now, if you’re not required to give students a whole course schedule
during week one, then you might consider just creating your first unit
schedule instead and going over that with your students. However, even
if you plan on taking this approach, you still should have a basic idea
of how much time each unit of your course will take. You don’t want to
run out of time when your 2/3 of the way into your course.
 
So, I personally recommend creating a full course schedule, but keep
the details light.
 
As a disclaimer: Just like with your syllabus, you want to check if there
are any institutional requirements in regard to creating your course
schedule. For example, at my current university, the final week of class
is referred to as “Success Week.” To help students succeed at the end of
the semester, instructors must make clear during the first week of class
if any assignment due during that final week before final exams week
will be worth more than 10% of their course grade. That information
needs to be included in the syllabus and (likely) course schedule that are
given to students during week one.
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Create Your Course Schedule
 
 
 
 
 
- List out the major topics or texts you'll be teaching in your course.
 
- Note down how long you think each topic or text will take to teach.
If you already need more time than your semester/trimester actually
has, start cutting down your materials, activities, topics, etc. until
they fit into the amount of time you’re limited to.
 
- Once you have enough topics/texts to cover for the whole
semester/trimester, cut them down further so you have one free
week (I'll explain this step more later).
 
- Create a table with three columns and enough rows for each week
of your course (including final exams week).
 
- Add the dates for each of your course weeks to the first column. For
example,  "Week 1: August 19 & 21." You can also just fill in the week
numbers only, such as, "Week 1.”
 
- Add your major assignment deadlines to the third column. If the
deadlines are closer together than you realized, you might want to
revise your timing for each topic/text or the amount of assignments
you include in your course.
 
- Once you're happy with your major assignment deadlines, fill out
the second column with a basic description of each week. For
example, the name of the text you'll be reading or the topics you'll be
covering. Remember, keep one week's description blank.
 
 

 

So, how to start creating your schedule? Here’s the process I
recommend. I include a table for you to use as a draft on the next
page. [And the blog post related to this section has an example.]

http://www.evereducating.com/ss-course-schedule
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Create Your Course Schedule
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Once you have a basic draft of your course schedule, look at your
institution's academic calendar. Check for any holidays or other
events that take place on days you teach. If classes are cancelled on
those days, mark that down in the first column, so that you and your
students know there's no class on those days.
 
Remember that one week I told you to keep empty? Do you still have it
left to use, or have you already filled it with unexpected details? If you
do still have it left (I'm impressed), consider how you plan on dealing
with unexpected cancelled classes due to weather or being sick. Will
you need to move a lecture to the next class period, shifting your whole
schedule going forward? Will you record a video lecture for students to
watch before the next class period so the schedule stays intact?
 
You might also consider saving those extra days for times in the
semester/trimester where it might become evident that your students
need more time on a topic or assignment. Shuffle around your current
plans taking these unexpected elements into account. I suggest adding
the extra week to the unit in your class that you think will be hardest
for students to understand or complete. That's likely near the end of
your semester/trimester, so unexpected class cancellations are less of
a worry at that point (because there are so few days left).
 
Look over your schedule and check for errors in class dates, topics, and
assignment deadlines. Edit until you’re content with your schedule.
 
If you’ve made any major changes to your course design during this
step, make sure to revise your syllabus accordingly.
 
If your institution requires the schedule to be included as part of the
syllabus, go ahead and add it to that document.

Create Your Course Schedule
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Notes
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Notes

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



BUILDING BLOCK
THREE:

ICEBREAKERS

E V E R  E D U C A T I N G

Game Ideas & Inclusivity Considerations

Complementary blog posts and YouTube videos will
help you complete each section.

 
 

BLOG POST AND YOUTUBE VIDEO

Video: Using Inclusive Icebreakers with Your Students

Blog Post: Icebreaker Activities that Promote A Class Community

https://youtu.be/VwMJ5lV2XhA
http://www.evereducating.com/ss-icebreakers
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Pick Your Icebreakers

I definitely suggest including icebreakers in your first week of class. 
 
Since students might drop your class during week one, and new
students will likely fill in those new openings, I don’t feel it’s worth
starting your first lecture before the add/drop period ends. If new
students join after that lecture, they have already fallen behind in your
class.
 
So, rather than just letting students out early, I suggest getting to
know them via icebreakers and a self-assessment (which you’ll learn
all about in section five). Getting students talking to each other during
the icebreakers is great, but you can also just focus on icebreakers
that involve interactions between you and your students.
 
One key element of icebreakers should be getting to learn your
students’ names. Now, if you have 50+ students in your class, this task
will be a struggle (or impossible if you have hundreds of students per
class). But, I still think it’s beneficial to have students repeat their
names pretty consistently during the icebreakers.
 
In the following pages, I’ve listed out a few icebreaker ideas for you.
The first one is my favorite, though it requires a bit more work on
your part.
 
After you see my suggestions, you’ll have some space to brainstorm
your own ideas for icebreakers.
 
 Note: In the video that ties into this section, I consider some inclusivity
concerns when doing icebreakers with your students.
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Icebreaker Examples

Class Bingo
 
For this icebreaker, you’re going to design a bingo game that connects
to your course’s topic or theme. For example, when I teach a
children’s literature course, it’s “Children’s Literature Bingo.”
 
I don’t suggest this game for courses with more than 40 or so
students. The size of the classroom itself is also a factor with this
icebreaker, as well as whether or not you have any students that need
accommodations with mobility that cannot be met with the
classroom’s design. Students need to be able to move around the
room and write on each other’s bingo cards, so just keep that in mind
when deciding on whether or not to use this activity.
 
I find “Class Bingo” to be a great icebreaker, because it gets students
thinking about your course topic while also requiring them to mingle
briefly with other students. Since I don’t collect the bingo cards, very
shy students can always walk around the room listening in but not
fully participating. I’ve never noticed a student not take part fully,
however, and I’ve looked around. It seems to be a good, low-stakes
conversation starter.
 
While I don’t learn too many names with this game, your students do
start getting to know one another’s names and you can listen in and
learn a few, as well. Or, you can take part in the game, too, and start
learning names and interests that way.
 
So, how exactly does this game work?
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Icebreaker Examples

Class Bingo
 
Step 1: List out 20 statements that match your course topic. For
example, “Favorite Disney Character” or “Favorite Children’s Book
Genre” would work for my children’s literature course. Make sure it’s a
numbered list.
 
Step 2: Save that list as a PDF. You’ll post it to your LMS class site, so
that you can then project it on the class projector screen during the
activity. [If that technology isn’t available to you, print out enough
copies for your students.]
 
Step 3: Create a 5x4 table using Microsoft Word or a similar
application. Print out enough copies for your students. [Or: Have
students create the table themselves by drawing it on a piece of paper
on the day of the icebreaker.]
 
Step 4: Once each student has their bingo board, have them number
the small squares 1-20, in any order they’d like. [Numbers should be in
the corner of the squares, not the middle.]
 
Step 5: Once the list is projected on the screen, tell your students they
need to move around the class and introduce themselves to their
classmates. Each time they do so, their classmate should fill out a
numbered square with their answer to the numbered prompt on the
projected list. Students must fill out the whole board in order to win
the game. Each square needs to correspond to a different classmate.
Remind them to start each exchange of their bingo cards by telling
each other their names.
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Icebreaker Examples
Class Bingo
 
Step 6: Once a student has filled out the whole card and called bingo,
you can spend some time discussing the various answers with the class
as a whole. You can share your own answers, too, so they can get to
know you, as well.
 
I always enjoy creating this activity and having students take part in it. It
takes a while to complete, though, so if going over your syllabus and
other materials took up a lot of the class time, I suggest trying out some
of the other icebreaker options I list on the next few pages.
 
———
 
If your first day activities go so long that you have less than five minutes
left or less, then you might consider the following icebreaker. You might
not feel comfortable doing it or the context in which you teach might
make this activity a bad idea. It's just something to consider. 
 
Ask Me Anything*
 
Tell students you want your classroom to be an open space for serious
and honest discussions. As such, you'd like to end the class by offering
them the opportunity to ask you anything they'd like to know about you.
You can decline answering any question, but you want to start off the
course on the right path by having a brief open discussion about
yourself.
 
*You can clarify any topics that should be avoided. Or just say, "Ask me
anything that you'd feel comfortable asking a professor."
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Icebreaker Examples

Name Snake: [I’m sure this activity has another name, but it’s
the name I like.]
 
Start from one side of the classroom. Have the student say their name.
Then, the student next to the first has to say their name, then the
name of the first student. The third student has to say their name, the
second student’s name, and the first student’s name. And so on… 
 
Students can help each other, if the student saying all the names
before them can’t remember some of them. By the end, you say your
name, and then all your students’ names.
 
Note: I’ve been able to remember 30 names. I haven’t tried this activity
with a larger class, but I think it’s a great icebreaker if you’re invested
in learning all your students’ names as quickly as possible.
 
Two Truths and a Lie:
 
I have students volunteer to play this game. I’ve only done a few
rounds, rather than having all of them go. Basically, a student says
three statements about themselves. Two are true, one’s a lie. The rest
of the class (and you) votes on which they think is the lie. To do this, I
just repeat each statement and have them raise their hands when I say
the one they think is a lie. The student reveals the correct answer
after we all vote.
 
This activity is quick and it tends to involve a lot of laughter and
excitement. Students start bonding over pets, siblings, travel
experiences, sports, and more.
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Icebreaker Examples

So Do/Am I:* [I called this game “Me, Too” before, but that name has
too much cultural weight now to be used for this activity.]
 
I have students volunteer to take part in this game. They don’t all need
to take a turn.
 
One student states a fact about themselves. For example, “I’m left-
handed.” Everyone else who’s left-handed says “So Am I” and raises
their hand. The student who made the statement picks one of these
specific students to go next. The second student makes a statement
about themselves. For example, “I have two siblings.” Other students
who have two siblings say “So Do I” and raise their hands. The student
picks one of them. And so on…
 
Just another simple way to get to know one another. If no one says “So
Do/Am I,” the student has to give another statement until someone
shares that quality with them.
 
Of course, let students know if you "Do/Am" too, but have them pick
one another to go next, rather than picking any yourself after the first.
 
You could also give students the opportunity to turn down being
picked, if they are too nervous about speaking in front of the class.
Another student can be picked to go instead.
 
*I didn't invent this icebreaker or any other in this workbook. I just
tweaked them to fit my courses and icebreaker goals.
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Icebreaker Examples

Four Corners
 
If mobility isn’t an issue with your students or your classroom set up,
then four corners can be pretty informative. 
 
Basically, list out four statements tied to one theme. Each corner of
the room (or other designated area) is tied to one of those statements.
Students go to one of the four corners depending on which statement
they agree with the most. 
 
Some students will likely stand in-between more than one corner
because they identify with more than one statement. You can have
students discuss their similarities in their small groups. You can have
students share more details about their choice with the whole class.
You can share your own connections to the themed statements. There
are many options with this game.
 
One Example: Corner 1: I prefer reading nonfiction or realistic fiction.
Corner 2: I prefer reading fantasy and science fiction- type books.
Corner 3: I prefer reading mystery or horror novels. Corner 4: I prefer
some other genre when reading. 
 
Another Example: Corner 1: I prefer getting instructor feedback by
going over my work with them during class. Corner 2: I prefer getting
feedback throughout my papers, rather than just a paragraph or two
of feedback at the end of the paper. Corner 3: I prefer getting audio
feedback on my work, so that I can listen to the audio while walking
between classes or to work. Corner 4: I prefer reading all the feedback
at the end of my paper or project, so it's all in one place.
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Icebreaker Examples

Class Story Creation
 
This particular icebreaker works well in my area of teaching (literature
and writing), but you can also make it thematic to your course.
 
Basically, your students write a story together, one sentence at a time.
Maybe you write the first sentence or maybe one of your students
does. Then, the paper is handed to the first/next student to add
another sentence to it. Only one sentence! Once the whole class has
participated, you read the story aloud.
 
If you're not in a context where practicing creative writing makes
sense, you can tie the story to a specific topic. For example, if you
teach a course about nutrition, you can start the story with a sentence
like, "They walked into the store and looked around for the cheapest
source of protein they could find." I'd be curious what source your
student picks to focus on. Or, if a student chooses to describe a store
that doesn't actually sell food.
 
I rarely use this icebreaker, but it's a good one for a class that seems
particularly shy about participating in an icebreaker. Or in a class
where icebreakers that involve moving around aren't an option.
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Notes
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Notes

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



BUILDING BLOCK 
FOUR:

MAJOR 
ASSIGNMENT 

SHEETS

E V E R  E D U C A T I N G

Ideas for Structuring Your Assignment Sheets

BLOG POST AND YOUTUBE VIDEO
 
 
 

BLOG POST AND YOUTUBE VIDEO

Video: Student Response to My Assignment Sheets (and 
Going Over Them During Week One)

Blog Post: Potential Major Assignments for Your Classroom

https://youtu.be/6atxaDT5YM0
http://www.evereducating.com/ss-major-assignments
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Major Class Assignments

Before diving into this section, I want to make clear what I'm focusing
on in this element of the workbook. It might have seemed strange to
you that I placed the major class assignments as the fourth section.
How can you create a full draft of a syllabus or course schedule if you
don't know what major class assignments you'll be including in your
course?
 
The answer: You can't.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
During the first week of class (usually on day two), I briefly go over all
my major assignment sheets with my students. Now, I don't go into the
exact details for each assignment, as most of my major assignments
aren't due until after the first month of class. 
 
 
 
I want my students to have a general sense of the types of assignments
they'll need to complete and a general idea of how much time they
have to complete each assignment. In this way, they can make an
informed decision on whether or not they want to stay in my class or
find another one before the add/drop period ends.
 
 
 

autobiography assignment, that I do go over in detail because it's
due by the end of the following week.]

[The exception is my

So why did I design the workbook this way? Because this section isn't
about picking or designing what major activities to assign your
students. [The blog post does provide some assignment examples,
though.] I only have experience teaching literature and writing
courses. Major assignments across different fields of study will vary
extremely in design. As such, what I'm focusing on here are tips for
structuring your assignment sheets.

http://www.evereducating.com/classroom-resource-experience-assigning-literary-autobiography-project
http://www.evereducating.com/ss-major-assignments
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Major Class Assignments

So, if you've been skipping the portions of the prior sections that
included adding details about major class assignments, take the time
to research the types of assignments common to the course you will
be teaching. 
 
Like with the syllabus, you can ask your peers for example assignment
sheets. You can ask your advisor for some guidance. You can think
back to the courses you took in this subject as an undergraduate. 
 
You can also explore my website for some ideas. I have a whole
category on my blog devoted to describing class assignments I've used
in my courses. I also have a webpage devoted to every course I've
taught. You can see brief descriptions of each assignment on those
pages.
 
Here are a few posts to get you started:
 
 Autobiography

Presentations

Group Project

And some pages of course descriptions:

Foundations in Literature for Children

Composition as Critical Inquiry

Young Adult Literature

Gender in the Humanities

http://www.evereducating.com/classroom-resource-experience-assigning-literary-autobiography-project
http://www.evereducating.com/power-student-presentations
http://www.evereducating.com/group-project-example
http://www.evereducating.com/eng-170
http://www.evereducating.com/eng-101
http://www.evereducating.com/eng125-exploring-young-adult-ya-literary-narratives
http://www.evereducating.com/eng-128
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Major Class Assignments

Once you know what major assignments you will be including in your
course, the next step is to create an assignment sheet for each of
them. 
 
Some assignment sheets are very short. For example, when your
assignment includes a short prompt that students can respond to in a
variety of ways: "Write a 6-page research paper about one of the
topics we've discussed in class so far. In it, include the following:
[insert short list of requirements here]." Other than any formatting
requirements, this assignment doesn't really seem to require an
extensive assignment sheet.
 
Some assignment sheets are very long. For example, when you create
an assignment that functions as a unit with multiple parts. My group
project assignment requires students to create a literary analysis
activity. They need to write an activity description and rationale as a
group, lead their classmates through the activity, then individually
reflect on the experience once it's over. As you can likely tell, this
assignment sheet is not short.
 
So, there's no “one way” to create an assignment sheet. Nor is there a
"right" length for one. 
 
However, there are a few elements of an assignment sheet that I feel
are pivotal to helping students understand what is being asked of
them. 
 
Here is my list of elements to consider including in your sheets.
 

https://youtu.be/B4tiDmRllkw
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Major Class Assignments

The Elements You Usually See:
 
The Name of the Assignment:
 
This can be as simple as "Literary Analysis Paper" "Experiment #1" or
"Business Plan." But, you can also get a bit more descriptive, which can
help provide some immediate, simple information for your students.
For example, "Create Your Own Fairy Tale" "Experiment #1: Reactions
to [Insert Chemical Here]" or "Pitching Your Commercial."
 
How Much the Assignment is Worth (Grade-Wise):
 
I put this right next to the title as a percentage. It's also pretty
common to include it at the end of the assignment sheet. If you create
a rubric for the assignment, it'd likely appear there, as well.
 
The Assignment Description & Instructions:
 
Usually, the assignment is briefly described before any exact
instructions are given. I tend to include a short paragraph (or more for
unit assignments) before I start going over the instructions for the
assignment. For my courses with only freshman, I sometimes list the
instructions out step-by-step. Otherwise, the amount of paragraphs or
lists included in this element varies greatly.
 
Tip: I often include examples in this element of my assignment sheets,
so that students can have a bit more concrete information about the
assignment. You might have noticed how many "for examples" I've
provided in the workbook. I do the same thing in my assignment
sheets.
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Major Class Assignments

Format Requirements:
 
This element is very common in writing-intensive courses, but I would 
assume it's common in other types of courses, as well. Format 
requirements often include: font, font size, margin size, spacing, 
minimum length, heading format, etc.
 
Tip: If students submit their work via your LMS site, have them skip 
including a heading (their name, your name, class name, date). All that 
information is readily available on the site. With no heading, four more 
lines of their writing are added to the assignment. 
 
 
Grade Breakdown:
 
If the assignment includes multiple elements, you might assign each 
element a certain amount of points. This breakdown would be 
included at the end of the assignment sheet. If you have a rubric, that 
would likely also be included at the end of the assignment sheet.
 
Deadline & Submission Format:
 
When exactly is it due? Include the day of the week, date, and exact 
time on the assignment sheet. If you pick midnight, I highly 
recommend writing 11:59 p.m. on the assignment sheet to decrease 
confusion. 
 
Are they turning it in via the LMS site or on paper in class? Somewhere 
else or via another medium? Be specific when describing the 
submission format.
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Major Class Assignments

Some Uncommon Elements:
 
A List of Assignment Goals:
 
Are you focused on accomplishing certain course goals via a specific
assignment? Tell the student that on the assignment sheet! Don't
assume they'll realize why you are assigning a certain project or
understand why it's designed in the way that it is. Even if you verbally
go over this information when going over the assignment sheet, not all
of your students will be listening. By having it on the sheet, it'll be
much harder for them to miss. 
 
Tip: Include the goals right after the assignment name rather than
after the deadline and submission information. Students will be much
more likely to see it and read it when it appears right at the beginning
of the sheet.
 
A List of Learning Outcomes:
 
Are there certain learning outcomes you're required to include in your
course? Or, did you create your own list of outcomes on your syllabus?
List out which outcomes are being worked on via the assignment. This
information helps students see what they should be accomplishing in
it. And, if your advisor or someone in admin asks you to show that
you've included all required learning outcomes in your course, you can
use the assignment sheets as proof.
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Major Class Assignments

Your Office Hours:
 
Your office hours might be listed at the top of your syllabus, but
there's a reason "It's on the syllabus!" is such a popular meme phrase.
Including your office hours (and location) can hint to your students
that you truly are available to help them if they need guidance on the
assignment. 
 
 
Late Work Policy Reminder:
 
If your policy is on the syllabus, you can keep this element very brief:
"Remember, I accept late work, but 5 points will be deducted for every
day it's late." If you don't have a late work policy written anywhere,
including it on the assignment sheet is a good idea. You can also
include a reminder of your revision policy, if you have one.
 
Helpful Resources List:
 
Are students writing a research paper? Add a link to Purdue Owl's
citation style guides and your institution's library website.
 
Are students required to create a commercial? Add a link to a blog post
or YouTube video about video editing.
 
If you're having students complete a task that won't be gone over in
detail in class, then adding a resource or two to the assignment sheet
can show students you're invested in them doing well on the
assignment.
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 Assignment Sheet Elements

These examples are just a few ideas of elements to include in your
assignment sheets. On this page and the next few, consider which
elements you want to include in your assignment sheets. You could
also use this space to brainstorm the actual content you'll include in
your sheets. For example, your goals for each assignment and
resources you can add.
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Getting a Sense of Students’ Prior Knowledge 
& Class Expectations

BLOG POST AND YOUTUBE VIDEO
 
 
 

BLOG POST AND YOUTUBE VIDEO

Video: Responding to Students' Self-Assessments & Expectations

Blog Post: Creating a Student Self-Assessment for the First Week

https://youtu.be/UeUjSGGNqB8
http://www.evereducating.com/ss-self-assessment
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Student Self-Assessment

The last day of the first week has arrived. Like I mentioned earlier in
this workbook, I don’t start any major lecture or assignment during
the first week, as students might add/drop my course at any point
before the start of the following week.
 
So, what do I do after going over the syllabus, course schedule, LMS
class site, icebreakers, and major assignment sheets?
 
I ask students to assess the knowledge and skills they are bringing to
our class and I ask them about what expectations they had about the
course going into the first day. Of course, I then follow up by asking if
any of their expectations have changed after going through the first
day (or four).
 
If you have time after they’ve all completed their self-assessments, I
suggest going through some or all of the questions and asking if
anyone wants to share their answers. In this way, you can get students
to start taking part in class discussions and you can also gauge how
strongly they identify with the skills, knowledge, and expectations
they do or don’t bring into the class.
 
For example, you might have students open up about how worried
they are about a part of the course because they are not familiar with
the topic or tools needed to complete that element. You might have
students who expected something from the course, but after going
over the syllabus, schedule, and/or major assignments, are now upset
or even angry because they’ve realized that their expectation won’t be
met by the course. On a more positive note, some students might
gush about the unexpected chance to read their favorite book or
study their favorite topic.
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By discussing the assessment answers with your students, you can
start mitigating the negative responses to your course plans. In
contrast, you can also gain insight into what students are really
looking forward to, and potentially slightly shift your plans
accordingly.
 
Even if you can’t discuss the answers during this class period, you
can read and respond to them at the beginning of the following
week.
 
Before you start creating your self-assessment, consider what the
goal of the activity is.
 
I've listed a few potential goals on the next page, and have left some
space for you to add your own to the list. Keep in mind, your goals
will be limited by the time you can devote to having students
complete the self-assessment in class. There are also two main
types of assessment goals I list on the next page. First, goals that
focus on getting to know your students and their thoughts on your
class. Second, goals that focus on assessing what prior knowledge
and skills students are bringing into the classroom. 
 
Of course, you can combine these goals into one assessment, but it
will take much more time for students to complete it.
 
Once you've considered your goals, there are a few other elements
to keep in mind, as well. Go on to the page that follows for more
information. 
 

Student Self-Assessment

[Also, remember the related blog post and video].

http://www.evereducating.com/ss-self-assessment
https://youtu.be/UeUjSGGNqB8
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Student Self-Assessment

Some Potential Goals:

•Finding out how familiar students are with course topics, texts, and 
needed skills
•Getting to know students on a more individual basis
•Finding out what students expected going into the first day of class 
and how their expectations have changed after the first week together
•Getting to know what worries or concerns students have about 
taking your course
•Finding out what students are most interested to learn in your course
•Getting to know how knowledgeable students are in regard to a 
certain skill or topic by having them complete a mini activity
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Student Self-Assessment

This list is not an exhaustive one. These are just some goals I’ve had
when creating my assessments. Remember, consider how much time
you have to dedicate to this assessment before creating it. If students
are completing them in class, you need to have a general sense of how
much time will be available for completing the activity.
 
As for how to have students complete the assessment, the medium
will largely depend on what’s available in the classroom. If you’re
classroom is a computer lab, I suggest creating it in your LMS site. No
paper needed, and you can easily access their answers whenever you
want to look at them.
 
If each student doesn’t have access to a computer in class, then you
can print out copies for each student, or you can project the questions
on a projector screen or via a doc-cam (document camera). Students
can use notebook paper to answer the questions if you don’t make
them copies of the assessment.
 
If you have students complete the assessment for homework, I
suggest going digital.
 
I've included a few sample questions on the following two pages.
There's some space for you to add your own, as well.
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Student Self-Assessment

Sample Questions:
 
1. Before this week began, what expectations did you have about this
course?
 
1a. After this first week of class, how have your expectations changed?
 
1b. Are you happy with these changes? Worried? Upset? Excited? I’d
love to know how you’re feeling about the course at the moment.
 
2. How familiar are you with the following topics: [insert topics here]?
 
2a. Which topic are you most interested in learning more about?
 
2b. Are there any topics related to this course that I haven’t
mentioned that you’re interested in learning about?
 
3. What skills are you most interested in learning in this course:
[insert list here]? Circle all that interest you.
 
3a. Of the list of skills, are there any you feel really confident about
already? 
 
3b. Are there any you’re really worried about having to learn?
 
4. Why did you decide to take this class?
 
5. After going over the syllabus, what questions or concerns do you
have about the course?
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Student Self-Assessment

Sample Questions:
 
6. After briefly going over the major assignment sheets, are there any 
assignments you are particularly interested in?
 
6a. Worried about?
 
7. Of the required book list, which book are you most interested in 
reading? 
 
7a. Least interested?
 
8. Is there anything you want me to know about yourself as we begin 
our time together in this course?
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Student Self-Assessment

One final note about the self-assessment: I highly suggest you take
the time to respond to students' concerns in class at some point.
 
For example, when I taught a multimodal composition course using
the genre of the blog, the large majority of my students had never
blogged before. While a few expressed excitement about learning this
new skill, many expressed worries about not having the skills needed
to create a blog. 
 
During the next class period, I made clear to my students that we’d be
creating their personal blogs together, step-by-step. I also showed
them the course schedule again and pointed out just how many class
periods I had set aside for learning the basics and setting up their
blogs.
 
Another Example: The first time I taught “Foundations in Literature
for Children,” I had students read a short story (“The Purple Jar”) and
write a short literary analysis of it. This class is the first in a series of
courses that require writing literary analysis papers, so I wanted to
know how familiar my students were with this skill. 
 
This activity made clear to me that I needed to add a bit more time
and resources to my “how to write literary analysis” unit. I ended up
creating a couple resources for my students that I’ve used every
semester since in all my literature courses. One of those resources I 
 
 
 
More on next page...

turned into a blog post, and it’s been one of my most popular
posts to date.

http://www.evereducating.com/how-to-teach-writing-literary-analysis
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Student Self-Assessment

Without this mini activity, I wouldn’t have known my students needed 
to learn certain foundational knowledge before their first major 
writing assignment. I had assumed they already had this skill. I’m 
incredibly glad I took the time to have students complete this activity 
during the first week. It saved all of us from a lot of stress in future 
class periods.
 
Side Note: I assigned this activity in a MWF course. As such, students 
had all of the Friday session to complete the activity (50 minutes). If 
you don’t have a large amount of time to devote to this type of activity 
during the first week, you might have students complete it during 
week two. Or, you can ask very specific questions about students’ 
prior knowledge and skills in your self-assessment.

Decide Now:
 
How much class time are you going to devote to having students
complete the self-assessment?
 
How will the assessment be completed by students? [Paper copies,
digital tool, notebook paper and projector, etc.]
 
 
Will a certain skill (like writing literary analysis, in my example) be
tested in the self-assessment?
 
 
When will you respond to student answers to the assessment
questions?
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Introduce Yourself Activity

I assign a short autobiographical narrative as my first major 
assignment because I want to get to know my students as individuals 
immediately. But, if that type of assignment doesn't work for your 
course or just doesn't interest you, this small homework activity is a 
great way to start getting to know your students. Students can also 
start getting to know each other, as well.
 
In my courses, students fill out the list below by submitting their 
answers to a discussion forum on our learning management system 
class website. This first forum post gives them a participation point 
just for completing it and submitting it on time. I assign it on the first 
day of class, but students have until the end of the week to submit it.
 
In addition to learning about the students, this activity also gives 
them the opportunity to start using the LMS site. By having students 
complete this assignment, I'm checking to see if students can do this 
online task successfully. Posting on the forums is required of them 
pretty consistently throughout my courses, so I want to make sure 
they don't have any trouble completing this type of task.
 
What Information Do They List Out?
 
Preferred Name: 
Preferred Pronouns:
Major:
Hometown:
Favorite [insert topic or object related to your course]:
Weird Fact about Me:
Optional: Something I want to share is...
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BONUS TWO:
CREATING A
CUSTOMIZED

DIGITAL
TEACHING
JOURNAL

E V E R  E D U C A T I N G

Need Help Keeping Your Lesson Plans, Ideas,
Notes, & More Organized?

Click Here for the Details!

https://ever-educating.teachable.com/p/digital-teaching-journal-course
https://ever-educating.teachable.com/p/digital-teaching-journal-course
https://ever-educating.teachable.com/courses/digital-teaching-journal-course
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THAT'S A WRAP!!
YOU'RE READY

FOR YOUR FIRST
WEEK OF CLASS

 

 

Designing a Course Assessment

Successful Class Discussion Designs

Ten Tips for New College Instructors

Diverse Assessment Strategies

Benefits of a Teaching Journal

More [Hyperlinked] Resources:

Extra Credit Activity Ideas

Twenty-Three Teaching Reflection Questions

http://www.evereducating.com/course-assessment
http://www.evereducating.com/class-discussion-designs
http://www.evereducating.com/10-teaching-tips-new-college-instructor
http://www.evereducating.com/diverse-assessment-strategies-college-classroom
http://www.evereducating.com/teaching-journal-benefits
http://www.evereducating.com/extra-credit-activities-promote-learning
http://www.evereducating.com/college-instructor-semester-review
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